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1. Introduction:
Edge plasma turbulence in tokamaks and stellarators is believed to cause the radial
heat and particle flux across the separatrix and into the scrape-off-layers of these devices.
This paper describes initial measurements of 2-D space-time structure of the edge density
turbulence made using a visible imaging diagnostic in the National Spherical Torus
Experiment (NSTX). The structure of the edge turbulence is most clearly visible using a
method of “gas puff imaging” to locally illuminate the edge density turbulence.
2. Experimental Set-up:
Previous measurements have shown that the visible light emission from the plasma
edge as measured on a microsecond timescale has a “filamentary” structure similar to the
edge density turbulence as measured with Langmuir probes [1-4]. These filaments, normally
seen in Dα_ emission, are highly elongated along the magnetic field (λ>> 1 m long), but have
a short scale length across the field in the poloidal direction (λ ⊥≈1-10 cm). These light
fluctuations are thought to be due to the rapid excitation of the neutral atoms by the electron
density fluctuations, i.e. S ∝ nonef(Te), where S is the local light emission from neutrals, no is
the local neutral density (assumed not to fluctuate on fast timescales), ne is the local electron
density, and f(Te) is normally a weak function within some range of edge temperatures. The
characteristics of fluctuations in S and ne (as measured by a Langmuir probe) were shown to
be very similar on ASDEX [2] and on the Caltech tokamak [4].
Thus we take as a working assumption that the structure of the visible light emission
from the plasma edge is approximately the same as the structure of the edge density
turbulence. The structure of the visible light emission in NSTX is measured using a fast
framing-rate camera diagnostic, as used previously on TFTR [3]. A new feature of these
measurements in NSTX is the use of “gas puff imaging” (GPI), i.e. using a local gas puff in
the camera's field of view to increase the local neutral density no and thus the brightness of
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the fluctuation images. Since the turbulence autocorrelation time is much faster than the
framing rate of the fast camera (1 frame/msec), a supplementary measurement of the time
dependence of the edge turbulence was made in NSTX using a single channel detector of
light emission vs. time focused on a small area within the field of view of the camera.
3. Initial Results:
Several images of the visible light emission from the NSTX outer midplane edge
region are shown in Fig. 1, all taken at an exposure time of 10 µsec (except 20 µsec for
1[b]). Fig 1(a) shows edge turbulence filaments illuminated by a deuteurium gas puff from
the 60 cm diameter circular port in the middle of the image. These filaments are aligned
nearly along the total magnetic field, which had a ≈42º angle to the toroidal direction at the
midplane in this I=0.8 MA, B=0.3 T case (as evaluated from EFIT), and they have a broad
range of poloidal wavelengths centered at λ⊥≈10-15 cm. Fig. 1(b) shows a view of the same
type of filaments illuminated over a wider area by the natural recycling light above the
HHFW antenna (90 cm high). In this case the angle of the filaments is closer to 30º due to
the lower plasma current (I=0.5 MA). In views such as these, the filamentary structure
disappears at exposure times above ≈100 µsec, and there is no repeated spatial structure from
one frame to the next. Figs. 1(c,d) show the poloidal vs. radial structure of the visible light
emission from a helium gas puff near the separatrix 50 cm above the outer midplane, as
viewed along the magnetic field line using a HeI (587.6 nm) filter with a 10 µsec exposure
time. The observed spatial structure has a large variation from frame-to-frame over the ≈15
cm x 15 cm area illuminated by the puff, such as seen in the difference between Fig.1(c) and
(d). The poloidal scale of these filaments is similar to that seen in Figs. 1(a) and (b).
Fig. 2 shows an output from the single-channel light detector which viewed a 5 cm
diameter area within the 60 cm diameter gas puffing port shown in Fig. 1(a). The light is
measured using a PM tube with a bandwidth of ≈ 200 kHz, and sampled at 500 kHz. The
raw signals, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), typically have a fluctuation level of (rms/mean) ≈
25%, with a typical autocrorrelation time of ≤40 µsec, as shown in Fig. 2(d). The frequency
spectrum is similar to other measurements of edge turbulence [5], as shown in Fig. 2(e).
There appears to be some “bursting” in the raw signal, as shown in Fig. 2(b) and also seen in
the skewed probability distribution function in Fig. 2(f). However, there are apparently no
significant long-time tails of the autocorrelation function, e.g. as in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d),
except during occasional low frequency coherent MHD activity.
4. Preliminary Analysis:
The dominant wavelength of turbulence perpendicular to the magnetic field is λ⊥≈1015 cm near the outer midplane, based on the an analysis of many poloidal vs. toroidal images
such as Fig. 1(a)[7]. This is about a factor of 2-3 larger than the λ⊥≈5±2 cm observed for the
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visible light filaments on the inner limiter of TFTR at B≈8T [1], or the λ⊥≈6±2 observed near
the outer edge on ASDEX at B≈2 T [2]. This suggests that the poloidal wavelength of edge
turbulence is not very sensitive to the magnetic field strength, and so can not be described by
a simple drift-wave type expression such as k⊥ρ s≈0.2 (which is obtained for NSTX with
λ ⊥≈10-15 at an assumed Te=25 eV for the local B= 0.15T). The signals observed in the
single-channel data of Fig. 2 are similar to edge turbulence observed in other toroidal
devices; for example, the frequency spectrum in Fig. 2(e) is similar to that seen with
Langmuir probes in the large JET tokamak [5], and also that observed recently in Alcator CMod using visible light emission from a helium gas puff [6]. This reinforces the idea that the
edge turbulence does not depend sensitively on the size or magnetic field of the tokamak.
The most interesting data obtained so far in NSTX are the radial vs. poloidal images
such as those shown in Figs. 1(c) and (d). These images show a strong 2-D space and time
modulation of the light emission with a size-scale of ≈ 10 cm perpendicular to the magnetic
field, approximately as one would expect from viewing “end-on” the filaments seen in the
poloidal vs. toroidal views of Fig. 1(a) and (b). However, the size of the light emission due
to the gas puff is comparable to the scale of the turbulence, so it is difficult to characterize
the size scale spectrum, except to say that there does not appear to be structure on the scale
of ≈ 1 cm (which should have been resolvable in these images). In the future a poloidally
extended gas puff manifold will be installed in NSTX to increase the poloidal range of this
system [7].
Quantitative interpretation of these images requires a detailed model for the local
relationship between the edge density fluctuations and the visible light fluctuations, which
depends upon the atomic physics of the light emission process, the neutral penetration
physics, and the effect of possible electron temperature and neutral density fluctuations. The
turbulence wavelength sensitivity needs to be evaluated for each configuration to take into
account the averaging over small wavelengths and the undersampling of large wavelengths.
Finally, the possible effect of large neutral gas puffs on the edge turbulence needs to be
evaluated both theoretically and experimentally. Based on this modeling, the results of
visible imaging of edge turbulence can be quantitatively compared with the recent numerical
models for edge turbulence [8].
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Fig. 1: Visible light images of edge plasma turbulence filaments observed in (a) a deuterium
gas puff from the large circular, (b) the recycling light from the HHFW limiter, and (c),(d)
two radial vs. poloidal views of a helium puff near the outer midplane, separated by 1 msec.
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Fig. 2 – Time series analysis of the visible light signal from a single-channel viewing the gas
puff of Fig. 1(a). These signals are similar to edge density turbulence on other devices.
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